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NONTANGENTIAL INTERPOLATING SEQUENCES AND
INTERPOLATION BY NORMAL FUNCTIONS

KAM-FOOK TSE

Abstract. The first part of the paper shows that a sequence

of points in the unit disk of the complex plane, tending nontan-

gentially to a point on the unit circle, is an interpolating sequence

if and only if the pseudo-hyperbolic distance between any pair of

points in the sequence is bounded away from zero. The second

part shows that interpolating sequences for bounded analytic

functions are also interpolating sequences for normal functions.

1. Introduction. Let£>={ |z| <l} and C={|z| =l}. For z, z'ED,

let

0(z, z') = (z - z')/(l - z'z)

and let yp(z, z') = \<p(z, z')| denote the pseudo-hyperbolic distance

between z and z'. If 5 and 5' are two disjoint subsets in D, then

f(S, S') = inf {\¡,(z, z') :zES', z'ES']. As usual, H" and l» will denote

the space of bounded analytic functions in D and the space of bounded

sequences of complex numbers, respectively. Finally, a sequence {zn}

in D is called an interpolating sequence (or {z„| interpolates) if for

each   {wn]Elço,   there   exists fEHx   such   that f(zn)=w„   for   n

= 1,2, • • • . A criterion that }z„} interpolates is given by L. Carleson

[l]as

oo

(C) A(n)=     H    *(*,-, a.) 2: 8 > 0

for n = 1, 2, • • • . Intuitively, the Carleson's condition indicates that

the points in \zn] should not "lie too close" to one another, in the

pseudo-hyperbolic metric \¡/, in order to be an interpolating sequence.

On the other hand, it is apparent that

(1) *(%., O = 5 > 0

for all m9én, is a necessary condition for |z„| to be an interpolating

sequence. However, a more general criterion in terms of pseudo-

hyperbolic metric to replace (C) is not easy to find. Newman in [4,

Theorem 3, p. 506] had obtained the following result along this

direction for a particular case.
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Theorem N. Let {zn ] be a sequence of points in D such that it con-

verges to +1 in a nontangential manner. Then {z„} is an interpolating

sequence if and only if the set

n - zm       )
<-:m ¥" n>
ll   -   Zn )

does not have +1 as a limit point.

In §2, we shall show a version of Theorem N in terms of pseudo-

hyperbolic metric. And we shall consider the extension of the inter-

polating problem by functions in H°° to that by normal functions and

functions of bounded type in §3.

2. Interpolating sequences in a Stolz angle. A Blaschke sequence 5

in D is a sequence of points S= {z„} ED with 22(1 — | z„| ) < ». The

Blaschke product associated with such a Blaschke sequence is the

well-defined infinite product JJ"=1 (z„/| z„| )<b(z, z»>)- It is evident that

every interpolating sequence is also a Blaschke sequence.

Theorem 1. If iz„} is a sequence of points contained in a Stolz

angle in D, then {z„} interpolates if and only if i)/(zm, z„) è 8 > 0 for all

mj¿n.

Proof. The necessity can be proved by (1) and we shall show the

sufficiency. Suppose that the Stolz angle has its vertex at 1. By

Theorem N, if {z„} does not interpolate, there are sequences \mk\

and {«*}, mk^nk, such that

(1 - *J/(1 - O -+ 1    and    (1 - zmt)/(l - z„J -> 6,

\d\ = 1,0¿¿ — 1. Suppressing the subscript k and using the equalities

(2) z„ — zm = (1 — zm) — (1 - zn)

and

(3) 1 — z„zm = (1 — zm) + zm(l — zn)

we obtain

Zn Zm \l Zm) (1 Zn) 1 Zm

(4)
1  — Z„.Zm 1   —   Zm (1   —  Zm)  + Zm(i  — Zn)

where the first factor on the right of (4) tends to 0 and the second to

1/(14-0). Hence we obtain inf {^(zn,zm) :m^n) =0. Sincei^(zn, zm) is

invariant under a rotation, the condition is sufficient at each point of

the unit circle.
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3. Interpolation by normal functions. In this section, we shall show

that interpolating sequences for bounded analytic functions are also

interpolating sequences for normal functions. We have not seen any

results on either approximation or interpolation by normal functions.

As before, we let B(z, S) be the Blaschke product associated with the

Blaschke sequence 5 in D.

Lemma 3. Let S={zi, z2, ■ ■ ■ ] be an interpolating sequence in D

and {wo, Wi, w2, • • • ] El°°- Then for any «>0 and 77 >0, there exists

anfEHx such that f(zn) =wn and \f(z)—w0\ ^17, whenever^(z, S)^e.

Proof. Let w0 = 0, for otherwise, we may let g(z) interpolate

{wn = wn — Wo] and let f(z) =g(z)+w0. Since 5 interpolates, there

exists a kEHœ such that k(zn) =wn for »=1, 2, • • • . Moreover, let k

be bounded by K. By [2, Theorem l], there exists a ¿>>0 such that

\B(z, 5)| ^S whenever ^(z, S)^e. Now, f(z) =k(z) + ((K+r))/8)

•B(z, S) will be the required function.

Theorem 2. If S—{zp] is an interpolating sequence in D and {wp]

is any sequence of points on the Riemann sphere S2, then there exists a

function H(z) in D, which is normal and is of bounded type such that

H(zp)=Wp forp = \,2,

Proof. Since S interpolates, we may let yp(zm, zn)^a>0 for all

mj^n. Let Si= {znES: \ wn\ gl} and S2= {znES: \wn\ >1}.

(S=SiKJS2.) We shall construct two functions F(z) and G(z) in Hx

such that

(a) F(zn) =wniorZnESi;

(b) |i"(z)|^77>0 for zED-U, where U= {z:^(z, Si)<£], for

some £ > 0 which is to be determined later ;

(c) G(zn) = 1 for ZnESi and G(zn) = F(zn)/w„ for z„ES2 (if w„ = 00,

letG(zn)=0);

(d) |G(z)| ^ J for zGt/.
If we let H(z) = F(z)/G(z), then it is evident that

(a') H(zp)=wpiorp = l,2, ■ ■ ■ ,

(W) H(z) is of bounded type, and we shall show

(c') H(z) is normal in D.

If it were not the case, then by [5, Corollary 1.2, p. 64] there exists

St= {zq]ED with lim F(za) =0 and lim G(zq) =0. By (b), 53C U, but
by (d), SzED — U. Hence H(z) is normal in D.

Now we begin to construct F(z) and C7(z). By Lemma 3, there exists

an F(z) EH™ such that conditions (a) and (b) hold. On the other hand,

there exist/, gEHx such that
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(5) fit.) = 0,    for z„ E Su       fizn) = 1,    for zn E Si,

(6) g(z») = 0,    for z„ E Si,       gizn) = Fiz„)/wn — 1,    for zn E S2.

Moreover, let giz) be bounded by M for some M>0. Since /(z) is

normal in D, there exists a £, such that 0<£<o and |/(z)| <J for

zEU (see [3]). Choose an integer N>0 such that M<2Ar_1 and let

(7) hiz) = ifiz))"giz).

Note that for zG¡7, |/i(z)| ¿ih)N-M<\. Finally, we let G(z) = l

+ ä(z). It is easy to see from (5), (6) and (7) that Gizn) = 1 for znESi,

C7(z„) = Fizn)/wn for znES2. Moreover, we have in U,

\Giz)\  ^ 1 -  | 1 - Giz) |=1-| hiz) |   ^ 1 - i = J;

i.e., Giz) satisfied conditions (c) and (d). Hence our proof is complete.

Corollary 1. If S = {z„} is a sequence of points contained in a Stolz

angle in D, then S is an interpolating sequence for normal functions if

and only ifipizm, zn) = ô>Ofor allm^n.
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